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Driver’s Seat
BY CLIFF LEPPKE *leppke.cliff@gmail.com

Auto show season opens in Chicago  

Y
ou might call Chicago the other Motor City; it 
hosts the first major U.S. auto show for 2020. De-

troit’s bash is in June this year. This catapults the 
Chicago Auto Show into different limelight. The 
largest American 
auto show as meas-
ured by its Mc-
Cormick Place 
square footage and 
number of atten-
dees has a different 
vibe than Detroit’s 
but is hot stuff dur-
ing winter weather. 

Let’s explore how 
and what automak-
ers presented dur-
ing the media 
preview. Major 
credit goes to this 
show’s organizers. 
They use its consumer appeal to pull in exhibitors. 
Chicago, however, didn’t have major new vehicle 
launches or wild concept cars. Yet, it has its own ap-
peal: Mercedes, for example, set up camp with a 
world premiere: its Metris-based pop-up Weekender, 
a camper van.  

Mercedes’ VW Westfalia or Westy-like outfit arrived 
with a cocktail reception — catered from its food-
vending commercial vans. A pull-out kitchen is avail-
able. Merc didn’t release prices. A Metris passenger 
van costs more than $35,000, so the base conversion 
should fetch $25,000, one rep said. The first 100 
people to buy it get National Park passes. 

Driverge in South Carolina, adjacent to the Mer-
cedes factory, installs the top using European compo-

nents. Peace Vans, based in Seattle, handled the re-
search and development. 

Chicago’s media preview commenced with a 
Wednesday eve-of-show greeting. Nissan brought in 
scores of journalists as its guests. The hospitality 

room was a great 
place to warm up 
after my Milwau-
kee-to-Chi Town 
fling via Amtrak’s 
Hiawatha to the 
teeming masses at 
Union Station, a 
brisk walk to the 
Art Nouveau Van 
Buren station for 
the Metra ride to 
the underside of 
this year’s February 
motoring mecca. 

Next, I trekked 
to the Concept & 

uTURN TO PAGE 30
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New lights brightened the globe at the Chicago Auto Show. 

Mercedes’ new camper van, called Weekender. 



Small Talk
VW + Audi at a glance

  DIY BEETLE PICKUP:   Rhode Island-
based Smyth Performance offers a 
DIY car-to-truck conversion for the 
Beetle (and other VWs and 
Audis). The New Beetle Ute kit 
costs around $3,000 (BYO car)  
and will work for models made 
between 1998 and 2010. Visit  
smythkitcars.com for additional 
information.  

  SALES TARGET SET:   Volkswagen is 
pledging to pick up the pace on 
EV production, targeting sales of 

250,000 units this year. Juergen 
Stackmann, member of the Board 
of Management of Volkswagen, 
said that the company is fully 
committed to the Paris Agreement 
and is looking to go CO2 neutral 
by 2050. 
  AUDI-SOLAR POWER OFFER:   Audi is 
expanding its collaboration with 
Arcadia (formerly Arcadia Power), 
a clean energy platform, to offer 
customers an industry-first, 10-
year subscription to solar power 
for Audi e-tron SUV drivers. 

 NEW DATABASE:  A new National 
Highway Traffic Safety Adminis-
tration database lets you search 
for vehicle technical service bul-
letins, or TSBs. This info helps 
owners better communicate with a 
service provider because they can 

NEW & IMPROVED

EV NEWS

SERVICE
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  MK.8 GTI TEASED:   We’re 
still not sure if the stan-
dard Golf will be America-
bound, but the upscale R 
and GTI models will, and 
VW has teased a photo of 
the eighth-gen GTI, ahead 
of its March debut in 
Geneva. The new model is expected to carry a 2.0-liter engine with a 
horsepower range of more than 240.  Other goodies include an open front 
bumper with GTI wings and honeycomb grille, optionally illuminated 
radiator grille crossbar, and GTI diffuser with left and right tailpipes. 

learn what troubles affect their 
car. TSBs arise due to high num-
bers of problems requiring techni-
cal guidance to solve. Visit 
NHTSA.gov and look for the 
Safety Issues & Recalls page. Type 
in vehicle info and open the Man-
ufacturer Communications tab. 
Some pre-2012 TSBs are not cov-
ered under the federal law.   
  DEPENDABILITY UP   Volkswagen 
ranked sixth in J.D. Power’s 2020 
Vehicle Dependability Study, 
which measures the number of 
problems for every 100 vehicles 
experienced during the past 12 
months by original owners of their 
three-year-old vehicles. VW had a 
116 score, 15 points better than 
last year. VW performed 12 points 
worse than No. 4 Porsche and 20 
better than Audi. Hyundai’s Gene-
sis topped the charts with an 89. 
Lexus was second, Buick was third 
and Toyota fifth. Honda was 18th. 

  ARTEON:   With sales slow, VW is 
offering up to a $5,000 discount 
on the $38,000 Arteon sedan. The 
discounts could push Arteon 
prices into 2019 Passat price terri-
tory. Meanwhile, the Arteon is get-
ting minor updates, including new 
light signatures and updated 
wheel designs, plus “cool en-
hancements” in the cabin.   

MONEY MATTERS



Retro Autoist
From the VWCA archives 
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 MARCH/APRIL 2010:  At the North American International 
Auto Show in Detroit, VW unveiled the New Concept 
Coupe, the company’s 
latest hint of what may 
be available in dealer 
showrooms in the not-
too-distant future. The 
gas-electric hybrid, 
which resembles the 
Jetta, produces about 
half the normal CO2 emissions of the Jetta and gets 45 
mpg. AutoWeek handed the car its Best Concept award.  
 MARCH/APRIL 2010:  VW introduced the new Touareg in 
Munich, calling it the most technically innovative VW 
ever. Among its options are a high-mileage hybrid and 
diesel version.     

 MARCH/APRIL 2000:  VW has introduced its new all-
wheel-drive transmission, called 4MOTION. The AWD 
option adds $1,650 to the price of V-6-powered Passat. 
4MOTION is a permanent all-wheel-drive system that 
distributes engine torque to the front and rear axles by 
way of an automatic-locking Torsen center differential.  
Normal drive ratios are 50/50, but on low-grip surfaces, 
the wheels with the higher level of adhesion get up to 
75 percent more power.  

 MARCH/APRIL 1990:  Anybody out there catch a bad case 
of “Fahrvergnügen”? VW’s catchy new 

advertising slogan is an effort to boost 
both showroom traffic and sales. 
What’s the German translation of 
Fahrvergnügen? Pleasant driving ex-

perience, of course.      

 MARCH/APRIL 1990:  The Jetta four-door is among the 
cars with the 10 lowest death rates, according to figures 
from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. The 
Jetta was the only smaller car among the 10, with a 
death rate of 1.1 for each 10,000 vehicles. The Volvo 
740-760 four-door had the best rate (0.6 per 10,000). 
The Chevrolet Corvette had the worst (5.2).  

 MARCH/APRIL 1980:  More than 68,000 readers of West 
Germany’s Auto, Motor and Sport magazine participated 
in the selection of the world’s best automobiles, and — 
surprise! — German-made cars were the favorites by a 
wide margin. The VW Golf was voted the best small car 
up to 1.3 liters with 45.1 percent of the vote. Opel’s 
Kadett was second in the class.  
 MARCH/APRIL 1980:  The National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration announced that it is investigating 
VW diesel Rabbit and Dasher models because of reports 
of runaway acceleration. The agency said more than 
98,000 1977-79 vehicles might be affected.  

 MARCH 1970:  We are not unaware that some members 
feel the type in the AUTOIST is too small, and we are try-
ing to remedy the situation. Actually, the type we use is 
the same as that used in the old AUTOIST, just that it is 
not as bold. We have contacted IBM to see if a bolder 
typeface is available for the typewriter.   

 MARCH 1960:  Many club members have asked about a 
plan in which a child or spouse might join at a reduced 
rate. Wives as members in the VWCA are eligible to hold 
office in a regional club. Many wives are already active 
in regional activities, but are ineligible to occupy office if 
not a member. That’s changing under a new family plan. 

10 YEARS AGO

40 YEARS AGO

50 YEARS AGO

60 YEARS AGO

20 YEARS AGO

30 YEARS AGO
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By Tom Janiszewski *volkstom@sbcglobal.net

M
y parents took me to the Chicago Auto Show 
for the first time in 1983. They weren’t in the 
market for a new car. They took me simply 

because I wanted to go. At the time, they didn’t own 
a Volkswagen, so this was really the first time I got to 
look closely at and sit in new Rabbits (including con-
vertible and Pickup models), Mk.1 Jettas, Sciroccos, 
Quantums, Vanagons and Campers.  

It’s worth noting that each one of the models was 
also available in Germany, albeit with subtle differ-
ences to meet European equipment and safety re-
quirements.  

I already had an interest in the air-cooled models, 
but this was the beginning of my interest in contem-

porary models. I was in awe of not only the cars, but 
also of the elaborate displays highlighting vehicle 
features, their uniqueness, German flair, practicality 
and fun-to-drive qualities. I noticed early on how the 
display complemented the style and messaging of 
their sales literature, print ads and TV commercials. 
It took just one visit to the Chicago Auto Show, and 
I’ve gone every year since. 

As the ’80s progressed, Rabbits gave way to Golfs, 
and subsequent generations of the Jetta rolled in. 
Vanagons disappeared and the EuroVan launched. I’d 
lust over the Rabbit Convertible, vowing to own a 
Tornado Red model (30-plus years later, I bought my 
2013 Beetle Convertible). In ’87, my dad and I 

A PATH LESS TRAVELED
VW is motor-vating in a new direction
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looked at the VW 
Fox making its 
debut in Chicago. 
Dad convinced me 
that it was a smart 
idea to buy a new 
Fox to rely on to get 
to and from work 
and school. I took 
deliver of my ’88 in 
late ’87, then saved 
again for the car I 
originally wanted to 
buy, an air-cooled 
Beetle. Both cars 
are still in my 
garage. 

As the years passed, there was usually al-
ways something exciting to see at the VW 
display. To this day, nothing has surpassed 
the level of excitement when the New Beetle 
made its Chicago debut in 1998. Aside from 
the cars, interactive games offered prizes 
like VW T-shirts, hats and pins. You could 
wait in line as an injection-moulding ma-
chine slowly churned out plastic New Beetle 
pen holders (the machine actually made its 
debut in ’93 and churned out EuroVans). A 
slot car track featured VW Golfs that folks 
could race. There was always something fun 
to see or do. 

The Chicago Auto Show is now the coun-
try’s largest auto show, and the 2020 show included 
more than 1 million square feet of exhibitor space 
with over 1,000 cars on display. This year, Volkswa-
gen’s display was larger than ever at 22,000 square 
feet. Due to the absence of manufacturers like Mer-
cedes, BMW, Mini and Volvo, those that remain enjoy 
larger and larger displays.  

To augment the static car display, VW constructed 
an indoor Baja track using 384,000 pounds of rock 
and featured landscaping giving the track its off-
road-look. Professional drivers provided 3-5 minute 
rides for more than 15,000 visitors to highlight the 
capabilities of the all-new, five-seater Atlas Cross 

Sport. Unveiled at a press event at the Chattanooga 
plant in October, this was the first time it was on dis-
play in Chicago. While the track wasn’t running dur-
ing the media preview, a number of Cross Sports 
were on display on the track decked out in bright or-
ange, blue and green body wraps. The colors were a 
welcome departure from the usual color palette cars 
come in these days. 

Along with the Atlas Cross Sport, Volkswagen 
chose the Chicago show to unveil the refreshed 2021 
Atlas to complement the growing number of SUVs in 
its lineup. Look elsewhere in this issue for coverage 
of the ’21 Atlas. » 

VW created the look of an off-road track to highlight its new Atlas Cross Sport and Baja concept (below). 
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CHICAGO
As I stood back and took in the entire dis-

play and test track, it struck me: Unlike back 
in ’83 when every model on display was also 
available in Germany, half of our product 
range is unavailable in Europe. Jetta isn’t 
sold there at all. Our Passat is a completely 
different Passat from what’s sold there. 
Atlas/Atlas Cross Sport are built specifically 
for the US market. This leaves just three 
models available on both continents: 
Tiguan, Golf/GTI and Arteon. Rumor has it, 
when the next iteration of the Golf arrives in 
the US, we’ll only get GTI and R versions 
(the most expensive models). The Arteon is 
an excellent car, but it’s the German-made 
coupe few asked for, and even fewer have 
bought. Meanwhile, even the mainstream auto media 
members scratch their heads over VW’s refusal to sell 
the California camper van here, or the Amarok 
pickup. Mercedes, incidentally, had a poptop week-
ender Metris van in its truck display. 

The Beetle was conspicuously absent as 2019 was 
its last model year. This is also the first time in gener-
ations where no convertible was on display. There’s 
no convertible in the lineup nor on the horizon. The 
Golf SportWagen is gone, perhaps a victim of the 
elimination of the TDI engine, which seemed to be 

the wagon’s secret sauce that convinced some people 
to eschew an SUV for a high-mileage wagon. 

Don’t get me wrong, the VWs on display are all 
fine cars and SUVs. It was all just so ... status-quo. I 
didn’t see anything uniquely Volkswagen like the 
Beetle or a pop-top camper that’s just small enough 
to fit in a garage (that was over at Mercedes).  

There was a time where at least a couple models in 
the lineup were unmistakably a Volkswagen, differ-
ent from what the competition was selling, and 
something I could not wait to bring home. Volkswa-

gen of America was founded on importing a little 
German car at a time when it was the polar oppo-
site of what Americans were buying. The company 
used ground-breaking advertising to convince 
Americans that their odd little car might be the 
right car for them.  

But I am still optimistic... 
As I walked away from the 2020 display, I re-

minded myself that there is some new product 
coming that could inject more of that VW DNA into 
the product range. The production version of the 
I.D Buzz (please name it Microbus, VW) is on the 
horizon, and the new electric car platform in pro-
duction now in Germany promises to offer a wide 
range of models to amp up the excitement and 
bring some uniqueness back to the US lineup. VWCA

VW’s 1992 EuroVan cutaway model at the Chicago show. 

A variety of VW models at the 1973 Chicago show. 
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T
W’s 2.0-liter TSI four-cylinder mills are under 
the hoods of older Tiguans and GTIs. These ve-
hicles share a common trouble spot — the 

water pump. It’s a plastic assembly tucked under the 
intake manifold where it’s difficult to see. Often, the 
pump’s plastic housing either distorts or cracks, caus-
ing coolant leaks. Coolant might escape in a mist 
evaporating in the process, or it might dribble a bit. 
Either way, your coolant level drops. 

If your service tech isn’t familiar with VW’s cooling 
system, he or she might bleed you dry before fixing 
it. One reason is VW’s warning system. Our dear 
reader’s Tiguan spat out overheating warnings. It 
does this when the coolant level is low, even when 
the engine is cold. That’s because VW uses a coolant 
level sensor in addition to temp sensor in order to 
trigger an alarm.  

Techs, who see this warning, assume a radiator 

flush will fix it. You, however, might see evidence of 
coolant under the car. So the tech will flush your 
coolant, do a pressure test and tell you the car is fine. 
In turn, you get frustrated because your VW cannot 
be fixed — the warning system triggers again and 
you cannot see a leak. 

I ran this scenario past the guys at Tarkus Auto 
Care in Milwaukee. They pegged the water pump — 
it cracks or warps. I sent this tip to our reader, who 
redirected her Tiguan to another shop. There, she got 
the proper diagnosis. The Tiguan’s back in service.  

FYI: My 16-valve Scirocco did something similar. 
Its aluminum coolant inlet-pipe seal failed, causing 
intermittent coolant puking. The pipe is hidden by 
the intake manifold. I used coolant dye, a pressure 
tester and waited weeks until it gushed. The fluores-
cent dye illuminated by a black light directed me to 
the simple fix. VWCA

By Cliff Leppke *leppke.cliff@gmail.com

POOPED
  OUT 

PUMPS
Finding a hot solution to 2.0-liter engine  

coolant leaks in older Tiguans and Golfs

The water 
pump’s weak 

spot is where the 
pump seals to the 

engine block. The 
leak occurs  between 

the pump housing and 
the impeller.
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By Cliff Leppke *leppke.cliff@gmail.com

F
ollow a tip from Ross Perot, look under your new car’s 
hood. You might see updated motor oil labels. They 
point to new specs such as VW’s 508 00 or Toyota’s 
SN-Plus. These oils are a lot lighter than the grade 

your grandmother put in her 1972 Plymouth Valiant. Their 
formulation is different, too. 

For our purposes, let’s leave the number crunching to 
chemists and engineers. Nonetheless, you need to know 
which figures matter and where you’ll find them. Read on. 
Toyota’s experts explain how new oils refine vehicle per-
formance. For starters, modern multi-viscosity motor oils be-
have like thinner oils in the winter — facilitate flow, easy 
starts and quick engine warmup. (0W, for example) and like 
a thicker “summer” oil — the second number (20). In addi-
tion, oil bottles indicate API donut certification and tell you 
which carmaker specifications it meets.  

 
The skinny 

Don’t be alarmed. The shift from heavy oils of the past 
(10W-30/20W-50) to thinner oils of today (0W-20) has a 
longer history than you’d think — almost two decades. Au-
tomotive engineers claim these newer grades pass stringent 
durability tests. Their chief contribution is reducing engine 
friction or drag. This translates to improved fuel economy 
and lower tailpipe emissions.  

Toyota, for example, calls for a 0W-16 weight motor oil on 
some vehicles, whereas VW requires 0W-20 (Golf/Jetta 1.4-

THIN
IS IN

New lightweight motor oils  

perform heavier duties
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liter turbos). Because VW and Toyota sell millions 
of cars and trucks worldwide, a several percent-
age-point improvement in vehicle fuel economy 
made possible by lightweight motor oil translates 
to a big deal. While these oils are great for new 
vehicles, many are not backward compatible. You 
cannot put them in granny’s Valiant.  

Toyota’s Pete Spence, group manager for engine 
design, and Teri Kowalski, principal engineer for 
oil development, gave me the skinny on motor oils 
and powertrains. Big changes in how engines and 
transmissions function are behind those limbo-low 
viscosities.  

We’ll begin with engines and work our way to 
oil chemistry. Spence says Toyota develops mills to 
run on low-viscosity motor oils as part of its environ-
mental commitment. A key move toward meeting its 
reduced-emissions goal was, according to Spence, 
less engine friction. In other words, making an inter-
nal combustion engine more efficient.  

Metal-on-metal rotating engine parts produce fric-
tion. So does the lubrication needed to combat it — 
also called drag — according to Spence. He says 
those 4.0-5.0-liter engines of the 1960s and1970s 
were the equivalent of coarse 60-grit sandpaper. 
These days you’ll find turbocharged four-cylinder 
mills with direct fuel injection and longer strokes 
than that 289 V-8 Ford. This trend means these ma-
chines have fewer friction-related internal compo-
nents. And those parts run a lower speeds — the 
finer 1,000 grits of sandpaper, if you will. 

Direct fuel injection and valve-operation tricks also 
reduce engine friction. Their introduction requires 
reformulated motor oils, too. In addition, these en-
gines mate to eight-speed, 10-speed or continuously 
variable transmissions. With this wider gearing, you 
can “down-speed” the engine, which further reduces 
friction.  

Engines therefore, says Spence, run at lower rpm. 
The days of the buzzy four-cylinder mill churning at 
3,250 rpm at 60 mph are over. Now small engines 
often loaf at less than 2,000 rpm, yet propel cars at 
more than 60 mph. This opens an opportunity to use 
lighter weight lubrication. 

A typical internal combustion engine, moreover, 

pulls intake air through a throttle. One opens or 
closes it to vary engine speed and power. When the 
throttle opening is reduced to lower engine output, 
the engine actually works less efficiently because it 
must breathe through a restriction — sort of like 
sucking through a non-plastic straw. This kind of fric-
tion impacts efficiency and which oil works best. 

Let’s compare engine displacement, pumping 
losses and oil. For our purposes the engines are in 
similar vehicles using the same grade motor oil. 
Spence says you get the horsepower needed for 55 
mph with the larger V-8 at 10 percent throttle. In 
comparison, a 2.0-liter engine does the same feat at 
50 percent throttle. In this case, the smaller engine’s 
friction due to displacement and pumping losses is 
lower.  

When you need passing torque, Spence says, tur-
bochargers or longer piston strokes provide the 
power needed without resorting to a bigger engine. 
And a turbocharger can do the trick, while the en-
gine operates with an efficient throttle position. 

 
Engines, transmissions then and now 

Automotive engineers upped the internal combus-
tion engine’s efficiency and therefore cut wasted heat 
by careful engine management. The relationships be-
tween engines and transmissions have changed. 
Spence argues the usual 1970s-era car had torque 
control by throttle — the transmission was a slave to 
the engine. A typical three-speed automatic V-8 mill 
relied more on power output controlled via throttle » 

Toyota’s under-the-hood oil spec. 
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position than by 
varying gear ratios. 

Now, the goal is 
keeping the engine 
running with the 
minimum number 
of gallons-per-hour 
per horsepower. 
You do this with a 
transmission’s gear 
ratios — oodles of 
them. In a sense, 
the transmission 
has authority over 
the engine. It can 
downshift a tad 
there or upshift 
here to keep you 
rolling without 
changing engine 
speed much. This 
down-speeding im-
pacts which oils 
work best. 

This is the point where Kowalski’s oil-chemistry ex-
pertise steps in. Again, it’s about friction. A lighter-
weight motor oil reduces another form of pumping 
loss within the engine. Thick oils require the engine 
to expend more energy to pump it. If we formulate a 
thinner base oil with the correct additives, it works 
well in engines with tighter bearing tolerances, 
smarter oil pumps and lower-friction piston rings. 

Kowalski says Toyota performed lots evaluations. 
Oil additives, for example, meet viscosity and film 
thicknesses necessary to support durable engine op-
eration. She notes detergents added to oil affect fric-
tion but help cut carbon buildup. Too much 
detergent, however, can increase engine friction. Un-
like our 1970s Valiant, today’s oils, Kowalski notes, 
must support efficiency-improving variable valve tim-
ing. 

The American Chemistry Council examines oil ad-
ditives closely. They select a base oil, often synthetic 

because its molecules 
are uniformly shaped 
to wick engine heat, 
with an eye on its 
winter weight. 
Lighter weight oils 
allow easier cold-
weather starts. Addi-
tives are carefully 
tested. 

Esters (chemical 
compounds) are part 
of the thinner oil’s se-
cret sauce. Kowalski 
says they’ve been 
tuned to impart the 
desired lubricity and 
prevent oil sludge or 
gelling. The latter is 
important in hybrid-
vehicle engine appli-
cations, where short 
runs with numerous 
starts don’t let an en-

gine reach operating temperature. Combustion 
byproducts, under this scenario, work their way into 
the crankcase and can contaminate oil. Proper addi-
tives combat this. 

 
The 1-2-3 of selecting the right oil  

Spence and Kowalski think you should focus on 
three key points: 1, select the manufacturer-recom-
mended viscosity motor oil; 2, pick oil that meets 
the manufacturer’s recommended specs; 3, most re-
tailers have the correct oil. Both Toyota and VW 
dealers, for example, stock the proper elixir for your 
car. 

They claim better engine durability with these new 
lightweight oils. Toyota’s philosophy, says Kowalski, 
is simple. An oil spec must focus on durability and 
fuel economy. You can get the best of both with the 
right stuff. Just look under hood and consult your 
owner’s manual. VWCA

MOTOR OIL

Late 1970s oil specs for the Rabbit (Golf) and Jetta. 
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I
  sampled several 2020 model-year vehicles. 
One was dressed to thrill — a Toyota 
Camry TRD. Two were annoying raspy 

transport appliances — Toyota Corolla Hybrid 
and Mitsubishi Outlander Sport. Another de-
serves attention for what’s changed — the Nis-
san Sentra. 

The last comes 
first. Nissan’s Sen-
tra is a longtime 
sensible choice for 
economy-car shop-
pers. Some ver-
sions revved up 
sports-car enthusi-
asts. Recent ver-
sions bored me 
silly — they’re 
cheaply finished 
and have poor 

manners.  
Nissan hosted a Chicago luncheon and drive 

event in January. After building 6 million Sen-
tras over a 37-year span, Nissan redid this 
model, giving it a sleeker, lower profile and 
improved driving characteristics. It’s 2 inches 
lower and 2 inches wider than before. The 

wheelbase in-
creased, providing 
the driver more 
legroom.  

The two-tone 
black over 
Monarch Orange 
body looked spiffy. 
Nissan’s now 
cliche floating-roof 
effect appears 
suited to this 
model’s profile. » 

By Cliff Leppke *leppke.cliff@gmail.com

Nissan Sentra

Toyota Camry TRD

CATCHING UP WITH THE COMPETITION
A sampling of 2020 models from Toyota, Nissan, Mitsubishi
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The SV model’s interior featured diamond-quilted 
faux-leather upholstery and padded center console. 
New safety features include 10 air bags. There’s a 
multi-link rear suspension and a power steering sys-
tem claimed to improve steering feel. Engine power 
is up at 149 hp. A continuously variable transmission 
is the only choice. That’s right, you cannot buy a Nis-
san compact with a stick shift. There’s a step-on park-
ing brake, however. 

Appearances are deceiving. While the driver’s 
touch points are much nicer, I found lots of exposed 
under-dash hardware. Front room is generous. Rear 
seating is low rent. Stab the go pedal, and the Sentra 
responds lethargically. And the engine groans, too. 
Mid-range driving, in contrast, has a certain snap to 
it. It’s available at dealers now.  

Toyota Corolla Hybrid  
Economy has its price 

Back in 2011, Toyota went plural at the North 
American International Auto Show. People selected 
Prii as the name for a lineup of Toyota Prius econo-
pods — the smaller C and larger V. Today, the Prius 
idea isn’t so expansive — the C and V are dead. That 
doesn’t mean Toyota quit hybrids. Instead, there are 
hybrid versions of its everyday cars. 

The Corolla is one. Its claim is a bold 52 mpg high-
way, 53 city. I got 42 during a winter blast from Mil-
waukee to Minneapolis and then back. The trip 
computer lured me with the promise of more than 
500 miles on a tank but cried “uncle” at 364 miles.  

Cruising at 70 mph isn’t this vehicle’s forte. The en-
gine sometimes struggled to main speed climbing 

hills. And it thrummed to the point I resorted to 
earplugs. My sound deadening cut the wind noise but 
did little to stop the pedals from vibrating due to the 
engine thrash. Directional stability isn’t very good — 
like playing Pong on the interstate. But the lane-trace 
assistant noticed lane markings in thick fog — a plus. 

As hybrids go, this one is a bargain at less than 
$25,000. It will, when the engine has warmed up, 
trek several city blocks in EV mode — a relief. After 
my race home just to get out of this car, I’d say those 
who love the hybrid idea fare better in a Prius or per-
haps one of the Hyundai/Kia models. 

Mitsubishi Outlander Sport GT 
Nice while parked 

For 2020, Mitsu freshed the GT’s exterior, updated 
its lighting and padded some interior parts. It’s the 
right size for an urban runabout. But the driving expe-
rience is taxing. The CVT-equipped powertrain is 
awful. There’s a single button ahead of the console’s 
shift lever where you pick the all-wheel-control modes.  

The test car lists for nearly $29,000. It comes with 
a comprehensive warranty. But you’ve got to be a 
very good sport in order to live with it. 

 
Toyota Camry TRD  
VW, take note 

A Camry with front chin spoiler, rear wing and 
large donuts sounds like junior’s dressed up family 
hand-me-down. Don’t laugh. Embrace the 2020 TRD. 
Toyota did. I did too. Note to VW: copy this car! 

Toyota’s engineers reinforced the body, tweaked 
the suspension, utilized summer performance tires 

REVIEWS
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and tuned the exhaust. It now sounds like E Power 
Biggs at the console. Sweet music indeed, from this 
301-hp V-6 mill saddled to an eight-speed automatic. 
Mostly. The automatic does lots of cog swapping, 
tamping engine rpm down. So, you’ll hear lots of 
burps just traversing a highway overpass. I got tired 
of the musical scales and downshifted to M5, where 
engine speed ruled. 

Besides polished power delivery, this Camry is like 
a Scud missile on the interstates. It seems to know 
your destination better than you do. It holds a line 
like a car from Ingolstadt — very Teutonic. It’s just as 
good on wavy byways as if Kyle Busch’s NASCAR 
mentality developed this ride. 

A snowstorm turned this otherwise stellar stallion 
into a weak-kneed pony. It wouldn’t budge. Instead 
of climbing inclines it slid backward. The upgraded 
brakes, which felt great on dry roads, couldn't slow 
this rig. Blame the rubber. Also, you’ve got to turn off 
the vehicle stability program in order to get the 
wheels spinning. Do that, and you’ll eventually melt 
your way to pavement. The transmission refused to 
start in second gear and blocked every effort to stay 
in a tall one once moving. Thus, drivers cannot select 
how torque is applied. 

Toyota begins its TRD process employing a mid-
grade trim Camry. This means it’s a family size sports 
sedan for just north of $32,000. Inside red stitching, 
crimson seatbelts and cardinal-hued instruments 
clothe this muscular Camry. Don’t tell junior. VWCA

uMEMBERS:  Add value to your VWCA membership by reg-
istering at VWClub.org to take advantage of discounts on 
exclusive Club Store merchandise and to renew your mem-
bership, using either PayPal or your credit card. 

Letters
Is the government tracking your car?  

The “Think Small” car does seem to have disap-
peared (JAN/FEB AUTOIST). Even my wife just traded 
in her much loved convertible Fiat 500 for a new 
Hyundai Kona so she can fit two grandchild seats in 
the back. A couple years ago I traded my “small 
enough for me” but rust bucket 2013 Ford Escape for 
a used and slightly larger 2015 Honda Pilot (my first 
foreign car since giving up my VW diesel Rabbits).  

On an online forum I follow, some guy talked  
about a VMT (Vehicle Miles Traveled) chip that he 
claims has been installed on all cars built after 2004. 
Originally called PPM (Pay Per Mile), the government 
can track your miles driven and tax you accordingly. 
He said they can also use it to shut you down if you 
have an expired registration or for other reasons as 
well. The government has a grid system (already in-
stalled) that can sense where you are and how many 
miles you are driving. He says the grid transmits on 
the lower 900 mHz band and he knows all of this be-
cause he helped develop the system.  

To be honest, it raises the hairs on the back of my 
neck. I’m no criminal and I don’t want the govern-
ment tracking me wherever I happen to go. So, have 
you ever heard of this VMT/PPM system? It occurred 
to me that if anyone would know, Cliff Leppke 
would!  

Jack Pavie 

Sumneytown, Pa. 

Cliff responds: Cars don’t have a VMT chip. Instead, 
state highway departments use cameras and other 
methods of tracking how many vehicles travel through 
certain roadways. Toll systems do this, too. Because we 
use VMT to help manage traffic, such as posting travel 
times or alternative routes when there are jams, this 
idea could be used to determine how much people 
should pay for road use. And yes, your vehicle’s com-
puter tracks vehicle use. But one usually needs permis-
sion or a court order in order to use that data in a 
lawsuit or other legal matters. I’d be more concerned 
about the ability to track cellphones.



By Steve Midlock *SMidlock@stfrancis.edu
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A
s I backed out of the garage in my 1973 Beetle, 
my mind journeyed back to the early 1980s 
when I had just purchased my first VW, a 1973 

Super Beetle.  
For years, I admired my neighbor’s orange Super. 

Joe took excellent care of the car, even removing the 
battery and garaging the car every winter. The paint 
had a shine that only comes from monthly polishing. 
He would frequently say, “if you take care of your 
car, it will take care of you.” 

I remember telling my wife, “the day Joe decides 
to sell that car, I’ll be the first in line to buy it.” 

She smiled and agreed that it would be a good 
catch. 

I can’t adequately describe the excitement of driv-
ing home, and upon passing Joe’s house, seeing the 
bright orange Super Beetle with a for-sale sign on the 
windshield, sitting on the end of the driveway. I 
raced home and could hardly wait to share the news. 

My wife encouraged me to find out the asking price. 
I was the first one to inquire, and Joe stated, “this is 
the price. If you buy a steak at the meat market, you 
don’t negotiate the price. You pay what’s on the tag. 
If you want his car, you’ll pay the price.”  

He was a tough old guy who had definite opinions 
about life in general and selling cars in particular.  

Fortunately, the price turned out to be very fair. I 
was trembling as he handed me the VW’s keys for a 
test-drive. I marveled at the layout of the controls. 
The wipers were controlled by a stalk on the right 
side of he steering wheel, unlike my Ford Pinto. The 
dip switch was part of the turn signal stalk, unlike 
the floor mounted button on my Pinto. The rear-
mounted engine emitted a distinct sound from the 
back seat. The whole driving experience was unique 
and entertaining. I knew in my heart that I had to 
buy his car. What I didn’t know was how much this 
car would change my life.  

But my Beetle is a time machine

IT’S NO  
DELOREAN
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Of course, I bought the car and 

enjoyed it for four years, until we 
had a rash of freezing rainstorms 
that winter. My Beetle’s defroster 
just couldn’t melt the ice from the 
windshield, making driving a bit 
dangerous. As we just had our sec-
ond child, I realized that even 
though it was a work car, there 
would be times when I would trans-
port my young family in the Beetle. I 
decided that I needed a car with a 
operational defroster and heater. In-
terestingly, I sold the Beetle for ex-
actly the price that I had paid for it. 
Of course, I also included my collec-
tion of VW magazines that I had ac-
quired during the past four years. 

Ironically, when I had first pur-
chased the Beetle, Joe used to stop 
over to “visit” it. I knew that he 
missed it shortly after he sold it to 
me. About two weeks after selling 
my Beetle, I began to miss it. The 
Honda that I bought to replace it 
was a nice car, but it wasn’t a Bee-
tle. It didn’t have the charm, the 
driving experience and the sound of 
a Beetle. There weren’t Honda mag-
azines, nor was there a Honda club 
for me to join. I began to realize 
just how much that old Beetle had 
changed my interests and my life. 
At that point, I promised myself that 
someday I would own another Bee-
tle.  

To compensate for not having a 
Beetle, I bought every book I could 
find to continue reading and learn-
ing about the cars. I also began col-

lecting toy Beetles (a collection that 
now includes more than 500 minia-
ture Beetles). As birthdays and other 
gift-giving occasions came around, 
someone would always give me a 
toy Beetle. My love of the car and 
desire to someday own another 
grew stronger. 

Fast-forward 20 years, and my 
dream came true. As I retired, our 
son suggested that now would be 
the time to fulfill my dream of 
again owning a Beetle. My wife and 
our daughter concurred. In the 
summer of 2004, I bought a 1973 
Beetle, not a Super, but a standard. 
When contemplating whether to 
buy it via the internet, I asked the 
owner to give the best description 
he could of the car. He said, “if you 
could close your eyes while driving 
the car, you’d swear you were back 
in 1973.” 

He was right. My 1973 Beetle is a 
time machine that takes me back to 
a simpler time in history — a time 
when cars didn’t need power steer-
ing, power brakes, power windows, 
power door locks, navigation sys-
tems or even automatic transmis-
sions. This was a time when the 
driver used his brain and not the 
car’s computer to drive.  

So, as I’m driving my very basic 
Beetle, I’m enjoying my journey 
back in time. Judging by the smiles 
and thumbs-up I get from passers-
by, I’m convinced that others must 
feel the same about my time ma-
chine. VWCA  

uTHE AUTHOR:  Steve Midlock is a VWCA and NIVA affiliate member who, in addition to 
the ’73 Beetle, owns a 1974 VW Thing and a 2010 New Beetle Final Edition convertible. 
Pictured in the Beetle on the previous page is Teegan, Steve’s granddaughter, who 
posed last summer as part of a cruise night in Joliet, Ill. 



 

RHODE ISLAND 
EAST PROVIDENCE: SCOTT VW, 777 TAUNTON AVE., 401-438-
5555 
WAKEFIELD: SPEEDCRAFT VW, 104 OLD TOWER HILL RD., 401-
783-3304 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
SPARTANBURG: VIC BAILEY VW, 2671 REIDVILLE ROAD, 864-585-
2492 

TEXAS 
AMARILLO: STREET VW OF AMARILLO, 8707 PILGRIM DR., 806-
350-8999, streetvw.com, P-20 A-20 L-20 AC 
ARLINGTON: RANDY HILEY VW OF ARLINGTON, 1400 TECH CEN-
TRE HWY., 817-575-6100, AC 
AUSTIN: CHARLES MAUND VW, 6900 BURNET RD., 512-458-
1111, P-10 A-10 L-10 

HOUSTON: ARCHER VW, 10400 SOUTHWEST FREEWAY, 713-272-
1700 
KILLEEN: AUTOMAX VW, 3301 E. CENTRAL TEXAS EXPY, 254-699-
2629, P-15 A-20 L-10 
SAN ANTONIO: NORTH PARK VW, 21315 W. INTERSTATE 10, 800-
611-0176, P-10 A-10 L-10 

UTAH 
SALT LAKE CITY: STRONG VW, 1070 S. MAIN ST., 801-596-2200, 
P-15 A-15 L-10 AC 

VIRGINIA 
ALEXANDRIA: ALEXANDRIA VW, 107 W. GLEBE RD., 703-684-
8888, alexandriavw.com, P-12.5 A-12.5 L-12.5 AC 
FAIRFAX: FAIRFAX IMPORTS, 11050 MAIN ST., 703-273-6700, P-
15 A-15 L-15 AC 
RICHMOND: WEST BROAD VW, 9001 W. BROAD ST., 804-270-
9000 
ROANOKE: FIRST TEAM VW, 6900 PETERS CREEK RD., 540-366-
4830 

STAUNTON: VALLEY VW, 314 LEE-JACKSON HWY., 540-213-6800 
VIENNA: STOHLMAN VW, 8433 LEESBURG PIKE, 703-893-2990 

WASHINGTON 
AUBURN: AUBURN VW, 3109 AUBURN WAY NORTH, 888-528-
5280 
BELLINGHAM: ROGER JOBS VW, 2200 IOWA ST., 360-734-5230 
KIRKLAND: VW OF KIRKLAND, 12612 NE 124TH ST., 415-898-
2500, P-10 A-10 L-10 ($200 MAX) 
SEATTLE: UNIVERSITY VW, 4724 ROOSEVELT WAY NE, 206-634-
3322, P-10 A-10 L-10 
SPOKANE VALLEY: AUTO NATION VW SPOKANE, 10006 E. 
SPRAGUE AVE., 509-892-2240 

WEST VIRGINIA 
SOUTH CHARLESTON: JOE HOLLAND VW, 210 MAC CORKLE AVE. 
SW, 304-744-1561, P-10 A-10 L-10 

WISCONSIN 
MADISON: ZIMBRICK VW OF MADISON, 1430 N. STOUGHTON 
ROAD, 608-241-5201, P-10 A-10 

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
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Dealers and businesses listed here are friends, and we hope you will patronize them whenever 

possible. They are soliciting your business and will do all they can to satisfy you. 

Several companies offer discounts to VWCA members showing valid membership cards. Dis-

counts are shown next to the dealer’s phone number. P-15, A-10, L-5 means a 15 percent dis-

count on parts, a 10 percent discount on accessories and a 5 percent discount on labor. AC 

means dealers service air-cooled VWs.  

Because service and parts advisers may not be familiar with the discount offered, it might 

be helpful to show a copy of the AUTOIST and VWCA membership card when  

requesting the discount.

FRIENDS OF OUR CLUB 

VW DEALERS
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SUPPORT THE DEALERS  
WHO SUPPORT VWCA

CALIFORNIA 
BURLINGAME: AUDI BURLINGAME, 1010 CADILLAC WAY, 650-
348-0111 
ELK GROVE: ELK GROVE VW, 9776 W. STOCKTON BLVD., 916-405-
2650, P-10 A-10 L-1 

COLORADO 
FORT COLLINS: ED CARROLL MOTOR CO., 3003 S. COLLEGE AVE., 
970-226-3000, P-10 A-10 L-10 AC 

CONNECTICUT 
DANBURY: DANBURY VW, 29 SUGAR HOLLOW RD., 203-744-
5201, P-10 A-10 L-10 

FLORIDA 
JACKSONVILLE: VOLKSWAGEN OF ORANGE PARK, 7220 BLAND-
ING BLVD., 904-269-2603, P-10 A-10 L-10 AC 

INDIANA 
LAFAYETTE: MIKE RAISOR IMPORTS, 1701 SAGAMORE PKWY S, 
765-446-1849 

MICHIGAN 
FARMINGTON HILLS: SUBURBAN VW OF FARMINGTON HILLS, 
37911 GRAND RIVER, 248-471-0800, P-5 A-5 L-5 
KALAMAZOO: MAPLE HILL VW, 5622 W. MAIN ST., 269-342-6600 
MUSKEGON: VW OF MUSKEGON, 1860 E. STERNBERG RD., 231-
799-2886 

MISSOURI 
KANSAS CITY: MOLLE VW, 808 W. 103RD ST., 816-941-9500 

OHIO 
COLUMBUS: BYERS IMPORTS, 401 N. HAMILTON RD., 614-864-
5180, P-10 A-10 L-10 
DAYTON: WHITE-ALLEN EUROPEAN AUTO, 648 N. SPRINGBORO 
PIKE, 937-291-6000 

PENNSYLVANIA 
LEESPORT: AUDI READING, 2746 BERNVILLE ROAD (RT. 183), 
610-777-6500, AC 

WASHINGTON 
SEATTLE: UNIVERSITY VOLKSWAGEN, 4724 ROOSEVELT WAY NE, 
206-634-3322, P-10 A-10 L-10 

CANADA 
MARKHAM, ONTARIO: AUDI UPTOWN, 4080 HIGHWAY 7 EAST, 
905-513-8820, P-10 A-10 L-10 

ARIZONA 
PRESCOTT: PRESCOTT IMPORT CAR SERVICE, 710 RUTH ST., 928-
778-9305, L-5, INDEPENDENT SERVICE FACILITY 

CALIFORNIA 
PLACENTIA: MOORE PARTS SOURCE, mooreparts.com, 714-666-
6688, ONLINE-ONLY PARTS 
SANTA BARBARA: TOP SHOP AUTOMOTIVE, 177 S. PATTERSON 

AVE., 805-964-6554, topshopautosb.com, P-10 A-10 L-10 (NOT 
COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER OFFER), GENERAL AUTO REPAIR 

ILLINOIS 
EVERGREEN PARK: BEETLE CRAFT SPORT TUNING, 9535 S. PU-
LASKI RD., 708-422-7548, AC, REPAIR & RESTORATION 
OAK LAWN: G&H IMPORT AUTO PARTS, 9734 S. CICERO AVE., 
708-422-9272, PARTS & ACCESSORIES 

KENTUCKY 
LOUISVILLE: IMPORTDOKTOR, 1387 LEXINGTON RD., 502-584-
3511, importdoktor.com, AUTO REPAIR & BODY SHOP 

MASSACHUSETTS 
NORTH WEYMOUTH: MURPHY BROTHERS, 547 BRIDGE ST., 781-
335-5000, INDEPENDENT DEALER 

MICHIGAN 
MILLINGTON: BARNUM'S BUG BARN, 7693 VASSAR ROAD, 989-
871-9880, AC 
WATERFORD TOWNSHIP: MUNK'S MOTORS, 3080 W. HURON ST., 
248-681-8081, munks.com, AC, INDEPENDENT REPAIR SHOP 

NEW YORK 
WATERLOO: SELECT EUROCARS, INC., 0685 WATERLOO-GENEVA 
RD., 315-789-2200, P-10 A-10 L-10 AC, INDEPENDENT SPECIAL-
IST IN VW & AUDI AUTOMOBILES 

RHODE ISLAND 
SOUTH KINGSTOWN: M & T MANUFACTURING, 30 HOPKINS LANE, 
401-789-7720
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The Frontdriver
BY RICHARD G. VANTREUREN *rgvant@juno.com

Plug and play 

R
emember the TV spot with the developments-lab 
technician showing his new creation to the 

board? “The Universal Business Adapter!” he pro-
claims and proceeds to point to one port or another 
as he’s asked if it will handle this standard or that 
format. 

“Will it work overseas?” a senior-looking manage-
rial type asks. 

The tech answers, “You’ll need an adapter.” 
Cracks me up every time, but it’s illustrative of the 

problem we VW owners face in today’s world of ever 
changing gadget standards. We purchase cars with 
the intention of keeping them for years (if not 
decades) while Detroit’s change-for-the-sake-of phi-
losophy dominates the accessory/gadget world and 
its underwear-changing frequency life cycles.  

Perhaps you recall the diagnostic connector that 
used to be under the hood of our VWs. It predated 
the Rabbit, but in 1975 with the Type 17’s introduc-
tion, the VW-only diagnostic connector was placed 
prominently on the Bunny’s left strut mount.  

The reason why this extra wiring and circuitry fell 
out of favor was never explained to me, probably 
dropped in the competitive effort to cut production 
cost. I remember looking under the hood of the 
showroom Rabbits periodically — checking for retro-
fittable improvements — to discover the connector 
gone, albeit some models still featuring its welded-on 
prong mount before that too was deleted.  

I don’t remember VW offering any version of the 
elaborate dealer-only reader that plugged in to that 
connector, lest the garage mechanic had any dreams 
of plugging in to read his car’s health. (Never heard 
of anyone hacking it, either…?) 

When OBD II, the on-board diagnostics system,  
settled in, the public was eventually offered readers 

that could decode the meaning of the “check engine” 
light. These devolved from the expensive purpose-
only readers and their subscription software, to sim-
ple hand-held scanners that covered a model range, 
to laptop plug-in cables, to today’s Wi-Fi module 
shaped like a connector that talks directly to your 
cellphone. (I hope to make a report on one of those 
in a future AUTOIST.)  

Recently, I was tickled that I was able to get a 
seemingly obsolete OBD II adapter to be recognized 
by an older outdated-software laptop and have it call 
out a Chevy code that narrowed the general “check 
engine” light problem down to something we neigh-
bors felt confident we could not fix. Peace of mind 
when entering the shop, sort of a reality-check for 
the service writer’s paying attention. The good news 
is the hungry aftermarket will likely continue to offer 
a bridge from the older car to the new technology. 
Even today you can purchase a cassette-shaped 
adapter that allows you to play the latest iPod 
through your cars’ speakers. 

 
Bargain music player  

This writer is happy to report that his latest itera-
tion of retrofittable music player/cellphone interface, 
for 15 bucks, overcomes the limitations of what was 
considered the latest and greatest for the $60,000 car 
in 2008. (That was a single, non-MP3 CD player, no 
input jack and subscription satellite radio.) Plugging 
this new gadget to the 12-volt outlet (dare it be 
called the cigarette lighter socket?) the unit accepts a 
USB stick or a micro-SD card with your music collec-
tion thereon.  

You select an unused local FM radio frequency, set 
the unit and your radio to it, and start enjoying your 
tunes. All that setup is remembered, so you have 
music each time you turn the ignition key, restarting 
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your last song, without further ado. It’s 
no more distracting than a radio, and 
less than a CD player, owing to the fact 
you can only go up or back one music 
track at a time.  

Of the many offered, the one in the 
photo (arrow) offers three built-in cell-
phone charging cords to cover all the 
types. It also Bluetooth-connects to 
your cellphone to stop the music when 
you answer the phone hands-free (on 
speaker).  

By the time you read this it may 
have been surpassed by a more capable 
unit — they appear to be in every auto 
parts store and many more online.  

 
Audi a partner in emerging road technology 

ADS-B, a system that broadcasts one’s airplane ID 
and location, became mandatory even for small 
planes like ours last January. Luckily, we were able to 
add it to our Twister for less than $600.  

Similar, if reversed, technology for cars has already 
been developed — and Audi has announced it will 
help test it. The Virginia Department of Transporta-
tion has agreed to start trying out “C-V2X” on its 
roads. C-V2X is Silicon Valley slang for cellular-vehi-
cle-to-everything, which is itself nerd slang for your 
car will get live information about changing road 
conditions over the coming 5G network.  

Audi is partnering with Qualcomm so drivers can, 

for example, be able to get a traffic light countdown 
to let them know when a red light will turn green (or 
vice versa). Cars with C-V2X will know not just when 
a construction zone is ahead, they’ll know when ac-
tual construction workers are present. One wonders 
who inputs the data and what legal ramifications are 
for incorrect information.  

Starting this fall of 2020, C-V2X is hoped to let  
drivers know all kinds of information by allowing 
cars to effectively communicate with one another.  

One wonders what the user interface will be like 
… audio-only, over the car’s speakers? Or a warn-
ing-light panel similar to today’s proximity sensors? 
Will there be penalties for not paying attention, say 
turning the volume down? Or, is this going to be 
more opportunity for distracted driving? One specu-
lates ... VWCA

An Audi prototype dash is a link to our 5G networking future.
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Casual Collector
BY STEVE MIERZ *CommonGear@aol.com

If unique is what you seek ...  

I
’m not really much of a Colt 45 malt liquor drinker, 
but the company’s old ’70s advertising slogan came 

to mind when I was thinking about my latest (and 
possibly most bizarre) old-VW wheels and tires proj-
ect. 

Last time I wrote (was it really in June of 2019?!), 
I discussed a China-manufactured set of 16x3.25 
slotted “Pre A” reproduction wheels that I had pur-
chased from Bug Wheels, a California company, and 
then had my favorite local powdercoating place 
(Shoreline Coatings, North Branford, Conn.) apply 
a nice glossy red finish.  

The tires I ended up with were 5.25x16 super-
gnarly bias-ply knobbies from Coker; they also re-
quired tubes. My vision was to use them on my 
super-gnarly ’69 Convertible Bug (aka “Creeky 
Bug”) and happy to say it was a successful project 
on all accounts! I was even a little bit surprised to 
find that when I checked the car’s speedo against 
what the Waze app on my phone was telling me (it 
offers a real-time mph readout), the speedo turned 
out to be virtually spot-on with this wheels/tires 
set! 

The accompanying image shows a closeup of one 
of these cool and unusual wheels/tires on the front 
of the Creeky Bug (I also had to use a 3/8-inch 
spacer at both front wheels, so that the “four-to-
five” adapters would clear the Karmann Ghia disk 
brake calipers.) 

Things in our old car world kinda changed later 
in the summer, however. Diane has been watching 
vintage Porsches for some time now, ever since she 
started going on tours, pleasure drives, breakfast 
runs (in her Karmann Ghia) with local-area 356 
drivers. They  make no mistake, always welcomed 
her participating in her Ghia and are all members 

of the larger Northeastern organization, Type 356 
Northeast, accessed online at  typ356ne.org.  

A 1965 356 Cabriolet came up for sale in Colorado 
that really caught her eye, and long story short, she 
had a professional evaluation done on it, went to see 
it in person, decided to buy it and had it shipped 
back to Connecticut. With the eye toward needing 
some hefty funds to purchase such a car, she had al-
ready been talking with friends who’d been telling 
her for years, “if you ever sell that car, keep me in 
mind,” with specific reference to our ’50 and ’54 
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Bugs. Happily, those sales worked out, and she was 
able to buy her “dream Porsche.”  

Some other day I’ll get into the story of the engine 
problems that almost immediately sidelined Diane’s 
new/old Porsche (still being ministered-to as of this 
writing, but progress is being made at the hands of 
local experts). But the reason I brought this up is that 
right around the same time, I also got the itch to sell 
the Creeky Bug, and, amazingly enough (ha ha!), I 
was able to find a local buyer, and so now that car 
also is history. But I kept the knobbies wheel and tire 
set, AND the “four-to-five” adapters too. So, one 
never knows where they may turn up next.  

We still have a few more old VWs, though, so it’s 
safe to say we’re “probably” going to stay active in 
the old-VW hobby for the foreseeable future (and I’ll 
still have plenty more old-VW experiences to write 
about for future Casual Collector installments). 
Diane has her beloved ’63 Ghia, and we still have the 
old ’56 Ghia also (which our son wants, when he can 
get his own place with a garage), plus Diane’s long-

time ’73 Super Beetle Convertible too. (Our daughter 
wants that eventually, but this one’s going into the 
shop for some bodywork and rust repair shortly). I 
still have my beloved “Doug The ’60 Bug” (original 
cloth sunroof body style) and also my ’70 Convertible 
Bug. Oh, and we also have Diane’s late father’s 2000 
Passat wagon, with the powerful Audi V6 engine, and 
Tiptronic automatic, which is a fantastic driving car. 
We’ve put a lot of money into that one in the last few 
years, getting it mechanically back up to spec (far 
more than the car is worth, but sometimes that hap-
pens, when it’s a car that is meaningful). 

As I’m writing this, it’s late January of 2020, and 
Mother Nature so far has provided us in southern 
Connecticut with a mostly snow-free winter (knock 
on wood), and so we shall continue to cross all our 
fingers and toes that we can slide right on into spring 
without too much additional weather issue. We are 
already looking forward to lots more driving adven-
tures in the coming year — maybe even in a ’65 
Porsche?!? VWCA
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uBUYING OR SELLING?  Try the classified ads. They’re free to 

members! 

Winter goals achieved: staying warm    

W
e’ve always said that participation in local chap-
ter activities is a huge part of “enjoying your 

VW to the fullest.” It is the purpose of this column, 
therefore, to highlight these events and activities, 
give the planners and organizers a little recognition 
for their efforts and perhaps inspire other chapters to 
try some of the unique and fun ways we enjoy our 
VWs. 

If there is no local chapter in your area and you’d 
like to start one, contact our vice president at Volk-
stom@sbcglobal.net, or VWClub@aol.com. 

Here’s what some of the locals are up to of late:  
 BADGER FUNCLUB, MILWAUKEE:  The Badger folks stayed 
warm with their annual Super Bowl Party, in spite of 
the fact that their Packers were not in it! They took 
comfort in thoughts that spring is right around the 
corner, so it’s time to get geared up for the annual 
Memorial Day Campout at Lazy Days campground. 
We’ll post more information on our website as details 
become available. 
 NORTHEAST ILLINOIS VOLKSWAGEN ASSOCIATION, LISLE:  
The NIVA club kicked off 2020 with its annual slot 
car event in January. All the thrills of a racing event 
without the cold weather. An indoor swap meet at 
the Fairgrounds and a road cruise to Cantigny mu-
seum were in the works. 
 STATELINE VOLKS FOLKS, ROCKFORD, ILL.:  Staying warm 
is also a priority with the almost-in-Wisconsin Volks-
folks, so they’re keeping in touch by means of several 
eating events until the weather warms up. Coming 
up is their annual Fix-It Day to get those VWs out of 
hibernation and ready for show. 
 

Check our website, VWClub.org., for listings of 
these and other future events. You’ll always find the 
latest updates there – and even some events that 

were announced too late to make the AUTOIST publi-
cation schedule. Occasionally, photos and videos of 
these events appear live as they happen on our Face-
book page, facebook.com/VWClubofAmerica. 

And if your local chapter is planning an event, 
contact us at VWClub@aol.com and we’ll post it on 
our site. We’re waiting to hear from you! 

Finally, this column is in need of a member to com-
pile the activities of our local chapters and send them 
bimonthly to the AUTOIST editor. You’ll find it fun to 
learn about the clever and innovative events devel-
oped by our local chapters and share them with 
other members. If you’re the one, contact VWCA at 
VWClub@aol.com or directly to the AUTOIST editor at 
VWAutoist@mindspring.com. We’re waiting to hear 
from you!  VWCA

Local Volks
Activities of VWCA affiliates

uLETTER-WRITERS:  We know, who sends letters — or even 
email — any more? But for members with an urge to share 
any pertinent automotive thoughts, we’re happy to print 
yours here. Send via email to VWAutoist@mindspring.com 
or the other old-fashioned way: 621 E. Essex Ave., St. Louis 
MO 63122.
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Technology Garage: a tame affair except for the 
wheel-spinning, roaring blast from Ford’s hopped up 
V-8 Mustang. In contrast, Ford quietly trotted out its 
Mustang Mach-E electric vehicle. VW’s William Gock 
stood near a lonely white Atlas Cross Sport — my 
first look at Dub’s big two-row crossover. Gock did 
more than stand, he pointed out several features 
such as smartphone-friendly dashboard alcove. He 
teased me with tidbits about the 2021 Atlas and a 
Baja truck. You’ll hear more about them later. 

Several off-site media receptions followed. Each 
clambake had a press-worthy announcement. Ford 

unwrapped a revised 
slick-looking exotic — 
the GT with more 
power and a glossy 
clear coat over its car-
bon fiber body. Al-
though Ford 
embargoed the event, 
I snuck a photo of the 
GT in the VWCA’s 
Cyber Seat hours 
later. Nissan’s shuttle 
took me to Revel 
Motor Row. This 
“Row” was Chicago’s 
primo prewar car 

shopping district. We saw today’s cars in a refur-
bished setting. The Frontier truck’s upgraded V-6 en-
gine is big news. It’s more efficient, with a direct 
injection engine. It cranks out 310 hp. There’s a nine-
speed automatic, too. Expect this powertrain under a 
fresh Frontier next year.  

Don’t care? Nissan’s dealers do. They’re hurting be-
cause the brand’s trucks are past their best sold-by 
dates. In addition, Nissan trimmed dealer stairstep-
like incentives, while telling its dealers to stop adver-
tising low asking prices based on those discounts. 
Thus, shoppers see higher retail pricing — although 
you can negotiate a final price less both discounts. 
Toyota presented special edition trucks and the best 
sushi bar. 

 
Kia gets a MAMA award 

Thursday’s auto-show preview commenced with 
the Midwest Automotive Media Association’s break-
fast. Scores of motoring scribes piled into the Mc-
Cormick’s Grand Ballroom for food and fellowship. I 
hooked up friends I made during last year’s show. 
MAMA presented Kia the Family Vehicle Award for its 
Telluride. I’m a jurist. Kia’s king of big crossovers 
rose to the top of my list — which matched the three 
finalists. 

After this preamble, press conferences begin. Un-
like Detroit, where carmakers stage elaborate presen-
tations, Chicago is less theatrical. There’s a lot of 
walking, though. As one FCA rep noted, the press 
events unfolded like pingpong — one at the South 
Hall and the next at the North. Carmakers didn’t like 
this, but the show’s organizers say they did the best 
they could. 

This and trimmed theatrics didn’t stop Chrysler 
from spraying us with a wintry fog. An inflated snow 
globe lifted, revealing the all-wheel-drive Pacifica. 
Chrysler and VW chose large video displays as back-
drops. They’re constructed from lots of smaller 
frameless screens. You stack them as desired, even 
“bend” them. For swag, Chrysler handed out leather 
pillow press kits with flash drives. I returned later, 
when Jeep introduced Desert Rated Wrangler/Gladi-

DRIVER’S SEAT
uFROM PAGE 3

Cliff Leppke, a regular AUTOIST contrib-
utor since 1993, has upgraded his 
wheels since getting his first car in 
the early ’60s. 

Ford’s GT got plenty of camera clicks. 
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ators.  

Those seeking souvenirs after these media events 
came up short. There was a time when carmakers of-
fered tchotchkes as an inducement to attend their 
press conferences. Press releases were printed — pre-
sented like glossy brochures. These days there’s a 
web-based press release. Events are live streamed, 
too. Many “influencers” file their stories via their 
smartphones. The upside for me: I get a primo wired 
internet connection for my PC in the pressroom. 

Hyundai focused on its Sonata hybrid with solar-
panel roof. When 
you’ve got sun, it 
charges the batter-
ies, extending its 
electrified range. 
Hyundai claims up 
to 52 mpg. But the 
big wattage is its 
stronger warranty. 
Years ago, Hyundai 
upped its power-
train coverage to 
counter the percep-
tion (and reality) 
that its cars weren’t 
durable. These 
days, the Korean 
firm’s reputation is 
better. Yet, it added three years’ scheduled mainte-
nance. VW, in contrast, pulled back its expansive Peo-
ple First Warranty to offer two-years’ maintenance. 
Dealers, however, sometimes resist carmaker-covered 
maintenance, as consumer-paid servicing is a profit 
center. 

 
New looks for VW 

VW’s presser featured new faces — not the cars 
but COO Johan de Nysschen and marketing boss 
Hein Schafer. The latter takes over short-timer Der-
rick Hatami’s spot; the former joined VW last year 
after a journey from Audi to Cadillac. Both are South 
Africans discussing American-made vehicles for a 
German brand. The other new face was the 2021 
Atlas. Nysschen’s VW pep rally focused on increased 

U.S. sales last year, 
rah! Atlas sales 
helped. Plus, its 78 
percent conquest rate 
means it brings non-
VW owners into VW stores. And there’s a new 
smaller SUV coming. Don’t forget VW’s investment in 
electric vehicles. We’ll see the ID Crozz/ID.4 
crossover electric, which VW will build in the USA. 

 OK, back to the show. The lights dimmed. A super-
size video-wall presented the Atlas performing family 

duties. The music 
bed was “Arrow” 
by indie rock Band 
Of The Giants. This 
earworm isn’t VW 
unique because I 
think I’ve heard it 
during Chevy pre-
sentations. 

After the video, 
and under dimmed 
lights, the wraps 
came off two 2021 
Atlases, (one red 
and the other 
white) on spinning 
turntables. Schafer 
ran through 2021 

Atlas upgrades: a new front with LED lighting is stan-
dard. VW offers 4Motion with either the 235-hp tur-
bocharged four cylinder and the 276-hp V-6. 
Previously, only the V-6 had AWD. 

Inside there’s a trick infotainment system. Besides 
a smartphone charging pad and more generous as-
sortment of USB and 12-volt sockets, VW includes a 
five-year Car-Net subscription plan. You can use the 
vehicle as a place to receive and store delivered pack-
ages. You can add 4G LTE service, turning the Atlas 
into a mobile hotspot. Passengers can stream enter-
tainment. A phone app lets you unlock doors, start 
the engine, show your vehicle’s location and provide 
fuel level, odometer and other data. 

This Atlas seems more luxurious inside. It has a 
new steering wheel, fresh VW logo, nifty stitching » 

VW execs Johan de Nysschen (left) and Hein Schafer. 

• View VW’s Chicago 
Auto Show press con-

ference and the rollout of the 
new Atlas at bit.ly/2HtTPR4
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on door-card inserts, heated rear seats and venti-
lated front seats. 

 
EV updates 

Audi’s Cody Thacker — the brand’s American 
EV guru — addressed the Economic Club of 
Chicago luncheon, held during the press preview. 
Thacker is enthusiastic about EVs. He predicts the 
price of EV batteries and motors to fall, making 
them roughly the same as internal combustion en-
gines. Should people grow comfortable with 
home charging their rides, they’d see an EV makes 
sense for most commuters. EV range is far greater 
than the number of miles people actually drive 
daily vs. what they think they do. And you don’t 
need a filling station if you’re changing at home. A 
more robust fast-charging network should make 
long-distance driving feasible too. 

After lunch, Jaguar unleashed its freshened F-Type 
sports car complemented by an elaborate loopy Hot 
Wheels track. Genesis’ newbie is the GV80 SUV, 
based on its rear-drive sedan hardware, and is ready 
to take on other step-up luxury-brand crossovers. 
The swank interior sports several watch-like rotary 
dials. Each felt suitable for a jewelry store with 
weighty SLR camera-like click action.  

There’s more to the press preview than press con-
ferences. It’s also face time for your correspondent 
and industry reps. At VW, the big guns from corpo-
rate did more than present the 2021 Atlas. VW’s new 
COO fielded questions after the press conference. I 
joined the mob, put my audio recorder into the mix 
of microphones and listened. De Nysschen seemed 
chaste, a softer tone than his mode of address at 
Cadillac or Audi. He says he ate his harsh words 
about EVs; VW’s going to build them. He knows who 
butters his toast. He answered questions about build-
ing and designing EVs in Tennessee.  

 
Marketing, ad agency missteps?  

I wondered. Has VW’s marketing and its ad agency 
gone awry? The press conference focused on 
“SUVWs” but current TV spots tout VW’s “This is Car 

Country” Passat. And 
its ads shamelessly 
poach vintage VW 
ads. Media scholars 
call this intertextual-
ity. Whether inten-
tional (it is) or 
inadvertent, when-
ever you tell a story 
you cannot help but 
ideas poach ideas 
from others. On the 
audience’s side, we 
add our own cultural 
or personal experi-
ences into the inter-
pretive mix.  

Quentin Tarantino 
astonishes me with his intertextual mashups of pop 
culture. VW’s recent ads don’t. In “Motorcade,” VW 
presents a stuffy looking woman stuck in a big-black 
SUV. She’s bored silly, inching along in a straight line. 
The voiceover asks what does the motorcade driver 
drive when she’s not in a motorcade? Well this one 
lets her hair down in a rambunctious 2020 Passat. 
There’s a lot of the old “Snowplow” Beetle ad in this 
spot, plus I see traces of the famous Beetle “Funeral” 
ad. 

EV brand guru Cody Thacker addresses an Economic Club luncheon. 

VW recycled its 1960s Beetle “Snow-
plow” commercial into a print version 
for the 1980s Rabbit. 
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The ad ends 

with VW’s recycled 
version of the vin-
tage “This is Ford 
Country.” Remem-
ber when Ford’s 
wagons — Ranch, 
Country Sedan 
and Country 
Squire — were 
family fodder? In 
all, VW offers a 
mixed message. 
VW’s Tiguan and 
Atlas and upcom-
ing smaller crossover 
to fill the slot below 
the Tiguan are the 
center of the brand’s 

comeback. In addition, its new EV won’t be the 
hatchback sedan. Instead, it’s a crossover. So, why 
say you’re car country when you’ve been trying to 
convince us that you’ve got SUVs? 

Looking for more confusion? You’d expect fastidi-
ous VW to employ clearly defined graphics. Instead, 
VW challenges you with a mega version of its booth’s 
game where you ID by tapping the differences be-
tween two shots of similar VWs on a large touch-

screen. Check out the VW’s logos. You’ll see the offi-
cial new one on the Cross Sport and 2021 Atlas. 
Other vehicles sport the familiar V over W, which 
connect to the circle. One booth background has the 
flattened logo with black band around it, while an-
other has the three-dimension-effect chrome-and-
blue dome-like one.  

I wondered why VW bought a lot more space. It 
added a Baja experience ride. Stand right up, sign 
some papers and then park your butt into the passen-
ger seat of a Cross Sport. My driver went around a 
Baja theme park telling me about Tanner Foust and 
VW’s entrance into desert racing. And sure enough 

there was a Cross Sport themed off-road 
rally car in this indoor Baja track. 

Do some research. VWoA recruited tal-
ent from other carmakers. I’d say Saad 
Chehab’s influence is here. He joined VW 
last year after stints at Kia and FCA. The 
latter hit paydirt with its Chicago-show 
Camp Jeep rides several years ago. Plus, 
Kia had a Telluride Torque Track last year 
in Chicago, plus a ride in Detroit last 
year. VW insiders believe putting people’s 
behinds into its cars translates to forward 
sales. 

Another textual play unfolded at 
Mazda. I asked a Mazda PR rep why Au-
tomotive News’ tribute to 100 years of 
Mazda omitted the piston-engine 808 » 

The 2021 Atlas under wraps.

VW’s Baja track, featuring the new Cross Sport. 
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with color photos. Advertisers must provide VWCA ID number or 
pay in advance. Ads may be edited to meet space limitations. Pho-
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VWClub@aol.com. 
 

WANTED: I need block for a 1982 Rabbit (maybe the whole car). 

I’ve got an extra head for it in working order. Please call Edgar at 

(510) 234-1392 (East San Francisco Bay area). 

FOR SALE: We have parts (new & used) for all years and models 

of Volkswagens, plus information and advice. John's Car Corner, 

Westminster, VT; jandi@svcable.net  
FOR SALE: 1952-2009 VW Factory Shop Manuals: $29.95-

$149.95. Aftermarket VW Shop Manuals (6 different publishers): 

$9.95-$34.95. 1954-1979 VW Restoration Manual $37.95. Alex 

Voss, 4850 37th Ave. So., Seattle WA 98118, (206) 721-3077 or toll 

free (888) 380-9277. 
FOR SALE: Rebuild air-cooled VW 36 hp, 40 hp, 1600 single port, 

1600 dual port, custom 1835, 1915, Porsche 911 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.7, 

3.0, 3.2 and custom 3108, 3.5, 3.6 liter engines by Wolfsburg and 

Zuffenhausen trained builder. Call Volcker Bruckmann, (760) 

765-2149 (CA). 
WANTED: The Allen-type bolts/screws 
that hold on the center caps on the 
teardrop alloy wheels on my 1990 Golf 
GTI. Picture is of the wheel, minus the 
cap. If you’ve got the center cap, too, I 
will take that as well. I need four of 
these bolts, and will take as many of 
them as you can dig up. Lois Grace, 
VLKSWMN@sbcglobal.net. 
BACK AUTOIST ISSUES: Did you know that a limited number of 
copies of past Autoist issues are available from our Club Store? Get 
an extra copy of the one that featured your car in an article or just 
to complete your collection. Copies are $5 each including shipping 
and handling. Inquire about issues more than 20 years old. Order 
from Volkswagen Club of America, P. O. Box 154, North Aurora, IL 
60542-0154 or check for the most recent issues in our online Club 
Store at VWClub.org.

Classified Ads
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and Mizer. Actually, I did this during Mazda’s annual 
pizza party at Gino’s East, later Thursday evening. 
The official Mazda story is David and Goliath. The 
slingshot is the brand’s humming Wankel engine. A 
direct hit. And then the 1970s energy crisis calamity 
led to Mazda’s rescue — the new GLC — its first pis-
ton engine US vehicle.  

Great story, but Mazda sold the 1973 overhead-cam 
808 alongside its rotary engine RX line. And it intro-
duced the spartan piston-engine Mizer to combat the 
Honda Civic a year or so before the better trimmed 
GLC arrived during 1977. Let’s just say our Mazda rep 
Googled “808” and couldn’t believe his eyes. The 
brand sold piston engine coupes, sedans and wagons 
years before it created its Great Little Car. 

This conversation led to another story. Tom Mc-
Donald, who represents Mazda these days, formerly 
worked for VW and Audi. He says his military buddy 
owned a Type 3 Karmann Ghia. McDonald contacted 
VWoA in the late 1960s seeking special Ghia parts for 
his friend’s car. This led to him getting a job as a PR 
assistant. Strange, but Tom says it’s true.  

Chicago’s second media day (Friday) started with a 
Mopar breakfast. A Jeep decked out with lots of 
products starred. VW’s Mark Gillies announced a de-
sign contest at VW’s lunchtime gathering. You can 
pull out some paper and your crayons and draw your 
own Cross Sport R Baja truck. Then, enter the con-
test.  

During a video presentation, Tanner Foust’s mom 
invited us to get down and dirty. The rally-car 
champ’s mom is shown in the driver’s seat of a VW 
that performed desert racing stunts. The luncheon’s 
design context announcement also pegged the 
brand’s Cross Sport-themed entrance into desert rac-
ing — no more Beetle rally cars.  

The final press day op ended at Hyundai’s wine 
and dessert send off.  

I posted a quick note on VWClub.com’s Cyber Seat 
and then headed toward the trains. In a sense, fol-
lowing the rail timetables is a lot like covering the 
Chicago show’s pressers. There’s a schedule. You ar-
rive on time. And you’re taken for a ride. VWCA



Parting Shot
Dad’s ‘incredible’ surprise

Don’t miss an issue
uMoving is hectic, but so is missing an issue of the AUTOIST. Bulk mailing of the publication doesn’t 
allow for forwarding, so it’s important to let us know your new address promptly. Check in with 
Lynida Tomlin, VWCA, P.O. Box 154, North Aurora, IL 60506. Or send an email to VWClub@aol.com.
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While in the process of recycling old AUTOIST issues, VWCA member Jack Pavie came across the window sticker for the diesel Rabbit he bought new 
in  1978, along with a brochure and a grill badge, the latter of which, he said, “I don’t remember buying.” The sticker shows he paid $5,584.50, the 
equivalent of more than $22,000 today after inflation. “When my dad found out, he was blown away that I’d pay that much for a car,” Pavie said. 
“But the ’78 gave 50-plus MPG and made it almost to 300K miles before the rear axle rusted off.”
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